
Sex Robot – The Penetrator

The Penetrator is a figure designed for daz studio. It's a set of props that allows you to
create a "Sex Robot" with several options.



USAGE

For convenience of use, select one of the 2 Ready Robot - scene subsets to load in a 
robot.
Options include:

● The Penetrator large – 120% of its default size
● The Penetrator – default size



Tips!

DBL

DBL – Dildo Barrel Loader is a prop designed to have 6 dildo's loaded and one 
selected for penetration. The barrel rotates and thus you can select the dildo you 
desire to be used. Perfect to have 6 unique, different dildo's ready for use. 

It is designed in mind to be used with dildo's from other artists. I suggest trying out 
the DBL with the Dildo's from the product Cock-O-Rama from the artist Laudanum. 
Which can be obtained from Renderotica at the time of writing this.

For the DBL to work correctly there is a specific order by which you need to parrent 
the props. In the scene subsets there are 3 DBL's ready to load in setup for you. If you
wish to replace the dildo's that are present with different one's, simply place the new 
dildo in the corectly location of the dildo you wish to replace. Then parent your new 
dildo to the DBL – dildo holder prop the old dildo was parented to. Afterwards, you 
can hide or delete the old dildo. 



To rotate, select the DBL rotator bone and rotate according to your needs. For 
simplicity, rotating in increments of 60 will always yield the correct position.
For penetration, once you have selected the desired dildo, make sure the dildo staff is 
alinged with the selected DBL – dildo holder prop. Parent the dildo staff to the DBL –
dildo holder prop and move the Dildo – holder prop back and forth.

The DBL - dildo holder has a morph to adjust it's fit
The dildo staff has a morph to adjust it's length (giving you a further reach when 
necesary)

See the image for a presentation of how a DBL parenting setup looks like. Note the 
Dildo staff parented to DBL – dildo holder (4)



The Pounder

The Pounder is a prop meant to be a sleaker, more straightforward fuck machine.
It has a double penetration mod at the end, it can fit either the DBL – dildo holder or 
simply attach the dildo's straight to the DP mod (this reduces the gap between dildo's,
which may be needed to DP action ) 

The DP mod has several morphs, one for adjusting gap between dildo's and one to 
adjust length of fittings and to adjust the girth of fittings.

Different from the DBL, with the pounder you move the dildo staff for penetration 
action.

See following image for the correct parenting setup.



Central Dildo Driver

Central dildo driver is a penetration device inbeded inside the robot. Unique to the 
others is that it is connected to two huge cum tanks at the back of the robot, with cum
props that have morphs to adjust their volume.

Ever needed a robot that can impregnate ? Spew a huge bukake ? Or have other 
liquids it can pump out ? Look no further! - we are not responsible for accidental robot impregnation



Tentacle arms and Spots

The Penetrator has two tentacle arm sockets in its lower body. These sockets can fit 
either the tentacle arms or spotlights. Simply remove the tentacle arms and replace 
them with the spotlights. (if using the 120% robot size preload, you might need to 
resize the spotlights too)

The tentacle arms are fully rigged and have rigged claws at their ends. They have 
easy pose sliders to help with posing.



Alternative textures

The hull of the Penetrator has 3 alternative textures: Medical, builder, military.

Lens head

The Penetrators lens head has several morph for its lenses.

Thank you for purchasing this product! Enjoy and have fun!


